Introduction
Although C-5A-type aircraft are being procured by the Department of Defense (DOD) primarily for emergency deployment of combat units and other wartime contingency purposes, they will transport part of the normal resupply demands of overseas activities during peacetime periods. DOD recognizes this situation and has commissioned RAC to measure the economic benefit derived from being able to use part of the capability of the airlift fleet to satisfy peacetime movement requirements.
As a basts for measuring this benefit the potential requirements for air transportation must be predicted for the 1970's. Gross-type linear forecasts of civilian domestic air-freight demand have been made. Figure 1 compares these forecasts with the actual tonnages generated. The years listed vertically over 1965 are the years in which the predictions were made and the dots represent the predicted levels for 1965. The solid line reflects the actual tonnages generated. This figure is not meant to depreciate these efforts: most of the predictions were based on the relation of the air-freight demand to gross national product or on other indicators that evidently were not adequate as parameters.
Because of the tariff arrangement that Military Air Comnand (MAC) now imposes, another approach to predicting the demand for military airlift, which is based on the economic utilization of airlift, is suggested. Since the use of military standard requisitioning and issue procedures and automatic data processing equipment, accurate and retrievable data are maintained for all military shipments. Specific commodities by Federal stock numbers are recorded here on magnetic tape, reflecting the quantity and frequency of demand by destination. At the same time the physical characteristics of the commodities that influence the total distribution costs are also recorded on magnetic tape. Unfortunately this wealth of information is not readily available to the civilian air-freight industry. These military data make it possible to identify commodities shipped overseas that are economically eligible for airlift delivery on a total-distributioncost basis with the lower ton-mile costs of the C-5A-type aircraft. Figure 2 reflects the specific costs that are being considered. The solution sought is the air ton-mile rate that will equate the total costs of shipping by air or by surface methods.
The elasticity of demand for airlift at various ton-mile rates can be determined by considering the volume and flow of the eligible commodities. Figure 3 is a basic illustration of the demand trend. When air eligibility is based on economic considerations, the lower the ton-mile rate, the greater the tonnage that can be moved by air. The main task is to determine the exact shape of the curve and the actual ton-mile rates and tonnages.
The data base for the work is necessarily empirical, but demand for certain classes of commodities can be correlated with present force structures. To measure the economic benefit of moving cargo by air, airlift cargo must be of a type that economically justifies airlift. However, there will be some priority and emergency demands to be satisfied by air transportation in peacetime, where the cost of the delay to the user justifies the faster, premium type of transportation. In this latter sense, shipment by air is a premium mode of transportation, although when comparing airlift and waterlift on a total-distribution-cost basis, in many instances shipment by air is cheaper.
Air and Water Linehaul Rates
On strictly a linehaul basis, it is obviously cheaper to ship by water. On a short-ton basis with a ratio of 5 measurement tons to 1 Ston or a density of 10 Ib/cu ft, present Military Sea Transport Service rates range from 2.5 to 3 cents ton-mile. In FY66 the average MAC rate is 15.5 cents/ton-mile, based on an 80 percent outbound-load factor and a 30 percent inbound load, for an overall load of 55 percent of capacity. Commercial air freight can offer a lower rate: United Airlines quotes a rate of 8 cents/ton-mile for Sears, Roebuck shipments to Hawaii, predicated on volume shipments. Lockheed is forecasting a 4.3 cents ton-mile direct-operating cost for the military version of the C-5A. It is apparent that the efficiencies of the new aircraft are closing the gap between water-and air-linehaul costs.
Loss and Damage Rates
Although the government is a self-insurer, loss and damage do represent an expense. Depending to a large extent on destination, 10 to 20 cents per $100 in commodity value should be allowed for loss and damage when shipping by air. The type of commodity as well as the destination influences the costs of loss and damage when shipping by water. Depending on these variables, costs for water shipment range from $1.00 to $1.75 per $100 in commodity value, representing a cost 5 to nV 2 times greater for water shipment than for air shipments. This significant difference could very well eliminate the gap between future air-and surface-linehaul rates for some commodities.
Packaging Costs
This factor will also have a considerable impact on the selection of commodities for air movement. The increase in net weight for air shipments approximates 10 percent; for water shipments the increase exceeds 30 percent. Packed gross-weight charges for preparing goods for air shipment range from $1.50 to $3.00 per 100 lb; for water shipments the charges for the same commodities range from $7 to $12 per 100 lb. Thus there is a double penalty for shipping by water: the increase to r»et weight is greater and the packing charge computed on gross weight is considerably more than for air shipments.
Pipeline Costs
In this area only the difference in transit times (not a reduction in overseas inventory levels) is being considered. Optimum air-transit times average about 4 days door to door, whereas surface-transportation time can easily be more than 45 days. If costs are computed as a function of the interest rate, value, and time, the costs for air shipments amount to 3.6 cents per $100 in commodity value, and water shipments cost 48 cents per $100 in value. This factor weighs heavily in favor of air transportation.
Intransit Warehousing and Handling Costs
For door-to-door shipments by air transportation, handling is required only at origin and destination. Surface shipments, on the other hand, require extra handling at the water ports of embarkation and debarkation, and temporary warehousing at the port of embarkation is necessary. Army port-handling charges are $19.60 per Ston at US ports, $5.54 at European ports, and $8.70 at Far-Eastern ports.
Inland Line haul Costs
Air terminals for international cargo movements can be located close to origins and ultimate destinations. In contrast, water ports are immovable. Therefore inland surface distances using water transportation can be expected to significantly exceed connecting distances for air shipments. Surface linehaul rates in the US average 8 cents/ton-mile; in Furope they approximate 4.8 cents and in the Far East 8.8 cents. Again this element of total shipping cost favors ?Jr transportation.
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: Table 1 lists commodities that are not presently considered air eligible; both could be airlifted at a total-cost savings with the lower-ton-mile costs of the C-5A-type aircraft.
History is about to repeat itself. The present roles of air and water transportation in the intercontinciital movement of goods are being influenced by the same factors that affected railroads and motor carriers in the 1920*s and 1930's. During those years, when motor carriers were referred to by railroaders as "horseless carriages," railroads enjoyed a virtual monopoly of domestic overland transportation. As the trucking industry developed, certain traffic diverted from rail to motor transport. This diversion can be seen in Fig. 4 . The traffic in the early years naturally consisted of higher-value merchandise that could readily absorb the higher trucking rates. More important, the nature of the commodities demanded services that only the motor carriers could provide. The transport unit, the motor truck, was much smaller than a railroad train and could offer more frequent schedules. Such flexibility was particularly attractive to less-than-carload shippers; massive consolidations were unnecessary and delays were curtailed. Transit times were significantly decreased, and motor carriers tailored their services to their customers' needs. Door-to-door pickup and delivery were provided; equipment was adapted to the type of cargo handled; expensive packing and crating requirements were eased; and at the same time loss, damage, and pilferage decreased.
With the advent of larger aircraft having greater productive capabilities, ton-mile air costs will dip considerably. Air transportation will be able to compete with motor carriers. Air transportation, as compared with water transportation, will have the same advantages as the motor truck had over the freight train: greater flexibility in scheduling, comprehensive coverage approaching door-to-door service because air routes are not limited to shipping
